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Australian NEM

▪ Although not actually

National

▪ And not primarily a 

Market, but a power

system

2Elec9714 - Electricity industry planning and economics (AER, State of the Energy Market, 2018)



Still, NEM a leading global example of a 

highly restructured electricity sector

Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill 3

(IEA, 2016)
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The Australian National Electricity Market (NEM)
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The future NEM

▪ How affordable?

▪ How secure?

▪ How sutainable?

5elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry



Represents possible destination:  our long-term interests

difficult decisions seem required – choose any two?

6Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill

(World Energy 

Council, 2016)



Electricity emissions intensity comparison
(shrink that footprint)

..but may get none

7Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill

(ACCC, 2017)

Australian residential energy prices index
(Australian Energy Statistics Update 2017)

International retail electricity price comparison 
(ACCC Retail Price Competition Inquiry, 2017)



Including growing security 

and reliability challenges

8elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry



..yet perhaps

can have it all

Falling variable 

renewables costs 

clearly a game 

changer

9Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill



IEA SDS

10Lessons on sustainable electricity industry transition

(IEA, World Energy Outlook, 2018)



NEM scenarios
No electricity sector plan 

as such at present…

but AEMO National Tx 

planning provides range

of scenarios

11Elec9714 - Electricity industry planning and economics



The future NEM

▪ How renewable?

▪ How distributed?

▪ How competitive?

12elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry



To date for Australia’s electricity sector

13elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry

(Australian Energy Statistics, 2017)



Recently, greater

NEM-wide RE

deployment 

14elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry

▪ South Australia has

one of world’s highest

regional penetrations 

of variable renewables



… and coming

15elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry

(Clean Energy Council, 2019)
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Two market ‘worlds’ for renewables integration
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What exists is possible… but challenges 

ahead

17Elec9715: The electricity industry, operation & control

(IEA, World Energy Outlook, 2018)



Elec. Markets for high RE – NEM Status
(IEA, Next Generation Wind and Solar, 2016)

NEM reasonably placed but grandfathering of 

existing plant – RE and conventional – raising 

issues; need these for Distributed Resources 

too

NEM reasonably placed although some FCAS 

issues needing attention; AEMO security 

review underway, non-synchronous 

generation penetration limits seem 

particularly key to high RE

NEM improving ISP but are scenarios 

sufficiently ‘stretched’, AEMC Tx framework 

reporting regime coming; what of possible 

strategic investment;  queues for RE projects 

growing; Dx integrated planning required too

NEM temporal and regional pricing and use of 

RET means project developers see some  

technology, temporal and locational signalling 

– does State moves to auctioning reduce this?

Merit Order Effect hits renewables harder than 

conventional plant – appropriateness of 

energy-only market for both RE as well as 

fossil-plant investment (and exit) 

requirements to be considered, growing o/s 

experience to draw upon
In the broader policy context, simply 

Shambolic here in Australia at present, and 

gravely damaging opportunities for effective 

and efficient RE integrationMarket Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill 18



Not just adding RE but losing thermal plant

19Integration of Renewable Energy Sources into the Electricity Supply System

(AEMO, Quarterly Dynamics, 2019)



Resource adequacy tightening

elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry 20

(Grattan Institute, 2017)



Wind, PV curtailment not necessarily bad

Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill 21



In South Australia
▪ Present arrangements appear to be struggling with existing 

wind and PV penetrations

▪ And the evident solution of increased Tx investment doesn’t 

necessarily solve the wider NEM integration challenge as 

penetrations continue to climb

22Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill

(AEMC, 2018)

(AEMO, 4QED, 2019)



The future NEM

▪ How renewable?

▪ How distributed?

▪ How competitive?

23elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry



PV’s ultimate scalability

24Distributed energy storage in the NEM - aggregating up, sending price signals down



Australian PV
▪ Over 80% is ‘rooftop’ PV

▪ World leading residential 

PV penetration

▪ ~15% new Residential PV 

includes energy storage

25IEA GIVAR Event - Lessons from distributed PV uptake in the Australian NEM

Australia’s residential PV penetration
(Finkel Review into NEM Security, 2017)

PV deployment by system size
(APVI Live Solar Map, 2018)

(Australian Clean Energy Council, 2018)



Global perspectives

26Progress in energy transitions - some Australian and global perspectives

(IEA, Renewables 2018)



Li Ion energy storage 

even more scalable

27Distributed energy storage in the NEM - aggregating up, sending price signals down



PV + BESS – large, small or all?
▪ Can distributed PV + storage do everything 

that large utility scale plant can?

– Speed of response?

– Ride-through major power system disturbances

– Operational envelope subject to local network 

conditions

▪ Can it do things that large 

utility PV + storage can’t?

– Local network services

– Consumer self-reliability

– Improved consumer bills

▪ Where is it most valuable?

28Distributed energy storage in the NEM - aggregating up, sending price signals down

(IEA, World Energy Outlook 2018)

(Clean Energy Council, 

Renewables Australia 2018)



Distributed ‘rooftop’ 

PV an increasingly 

significant whole-

sale market, as well 

as security, issue

elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry 29



Distributed energy has a range of 

possible value propositions…
▪ Improved customer reliability

▪ Reduced network peak demand, hence expenditure

▪ Reduced generation capacity requirements

▪ Facilitating integration of generation technologies with 

energy storage challenges – PV, but also ‘baseload’ plant

▪ Ancillary service provision

▪ ‘leaving the grid’ options

▪ Clean energy provision

However, only some of these possible value propositions are 

appropriately incentivised under current ‘commercial’ settings
30future urban energy grids
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But a disfunctional world for DER integration
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The future NEM

▪ How renewable?

▪ How distributed?

▪ How competitive?

32elec9715 - operation in the future electricity industry



Structure of NEM – ownership of GW

33Elec9715: The electricity industry, operation & control (AER, State of the Energy Market, 2018)



Evident exercise of market power

34Elec9715: The electricity industry, operation & control

(AER, State of the Energy Market, 2018)



Energy users – a changing industry context

▪ From clients

– Early tailored industrial or commercial (lighting) applications

▪ ..to citizens

– Electricity as an essential public good – rural electrification

▪ ..to consumers

– The vertically integrated utility of growing size and scope

▪ ..to customers

– Electricity industry ‘reform’, liberalisation, deregulation, restructuring

▪ ..to perhaps partners, competitors, or even ‘deserters’?

– Demand Response, Self-generation, Energy Storage…

Now all of the above – how do we design appropriate interface?

35DSP in the NEM - aggregating up, sending price signals down

(MacGill & Smith, Consumers or prosumers, customers or competitors?—Some 

Australian perspectives on possible energy users of the future., EEEP, 2017)



Depends who you ask

▪ Internationally, NEM often 
argued to be a leading example

▪ …but Current measures of 

competition miss key issues

– Yes, NEM high switching rates – but 

real customer choice or just churn?

– Yes, NEM price spreads – but 

reflect competition or stickiness

Certainly little focus on energy 
services and engagement

“… an important reason there is 
effective competition in Victoria is .. 
because the provision of energy is 
viewed as a homogenous, low 
engagement service“  (AEMC, 2008)

▪ An oligopoly of large ‘gentailers’

(Accenture, 2013)

Do we have a ‘real’

retail electricity market?

DSP in the NEM - aggregating up, sending price signals down 36



NEM retail market share

37Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill

(AER, State of the Energy Market, 2018)



What might a real mkt look like? A focus on 
▪ Consumer energy services rather than ‘commodity’ kWh/MWh prices

▪ Consumers’ long-term interests, including need for energy transition

▪ Facilitation for energy users to participate in a wide range of services

– Aggregating up vital for distributed storage to contribute value that takes 

coordinated behaviour, not necessarily all the way to wholesale where 

NEM currently has limited locational pricing, opaque derivatives, market 

power and inefficient by design because don’t include env. externalities

– Sending prices down also vital in appropriate circumstances, not 

necessarily all the way down to all consumers as very consumer and 

context dependent; and major reform of interface b/n supply + demand 

sides of electricity sector and Network Service Providers required before 

genuine ‘price discovery’ can occur. 

– We need ESCOs, not retailers - have to properly support new players 

with innovative business, community and other models for efficiently 

delivering end-user energy services, coordinated end-user participation

38Distributed energy storage in the NEM - aggregating up, sending price signals down



Possible ‘coordination’ paths forward

39Distributed energy storage in the NEM - aggregating up, sending price signals down



Regardless, a broader design challenge
across regulation, markets and external policies

and with a focus on robustness, rather than efficiency

Market Design for High Renewable Penetrations - MacGill 40

(Riesz et al, 2017)



Open data, tools

… and processes

4

1
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SPREE/CEEM open-source DER modelling tools

4

2
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The future NEM

43 Progres

s in 

energy 

How affordable, secure and sustainable? 

▪ In part an outcome of past, often poor, choices, 

but excellent opportunities to improve outcomes

How renewable, distributed and competitive?

▪ Achieving goals seems likely to require effectively 

integrating much higher levels of renewable generation

▪ Which seems likely to require higher levels of energy user 

engagement and participation in terms of both establishing 

social consensus as well as providing flexibility

▪ Which will likely require greater levels of genuine, 

meaningful competition in energy services…. or 

abandonment of much of the current ‘competitive construct’
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Many of our publications are available at:

www.ceem.unsw.edu.au

Thank you…  and questions

http://www.ceem.unsw.edu.au/

